
Fill in the gaps

Space Cowboy by Jamiroquai

Everything is good

And brown

(Oh) I'm  (1)________  again

With a sunshine smile upon my face

My friends are  (2)__________  at hand

And all my inhibitions

Have  (3)______________________  without a trace

I'm glad

(Oh) I found

Somebody who I can  (4)________  on

This is the return

Of the  (5)__________  cowboy

Inter-planetary  (6)________  vibe zone

Say at the speed of Cheeba

(Oh) you and I go deeper

Maybe I'll have to get  (7)________  to get by, hey

...

Everything is good

(Oh) and green

Say I'm red again

And I don't  (8)______________  I'm comin' down

I can see clearly

So high in sky

A man  (9)________  psychedelic picture frames

Of happiness to  (10)__________  his eyes

He's glad

(Oh) that he found

Somebody who he can  (11)________  on

This is the return

Of the space cowboy

Inter-planetary good vibe zone

Say at the  (12)__________  of Cheeba

(Oh) you and I go deeper

Hey now,  (13)__________  I'll  (14)________  to get high just

to get by, hey

Maybe I'm gonna  (15)________  to get high

(You and I)

Hey,  (16)__________  I'm  (17)__________   (18)________ 

to get so high

Hey, so high yeah

So high yeah

You and I (you and I)

Hey

Now, this is the  (19)____________  of the  (20)__________ 

cowboy

(Oh) inter-planetary  (21)________  vibe zone

Gettin' high

(Oh) gettin' high

(Oh)  (22)________  is the return of the space cowboy

Inter-planetary good vibe zone

This is the return of the  (23)__________  cowboy

Inter-planetary good vibe zone

Say at the speed of Cheeba

(Oh) you and I go deeper

Hey now we'll go deeper

(Oh) now we'll go deeper

You and I, you and I, you and I, you and I

You and I, you and I, you and I, you and I...

(Now we'll go  (24)____________  yeah...)
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Fill in the gaps

Answer
1. here

2. close

3. disappeared

4. rely

5. space

6. good

7. high

8. suppose

9. with

10. shade

11. rely

12. speed

13. maybe

14. have

15. have

16. maybe

17. gonna

18. have

19. return

20. space

21. good

22. this

23. space

24. deeper
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